Abstract: The use of tumor necrosis factor antagonists (anti-TNF) has become a usual practice to treat various inflammatory diseases. Although indicated for the treatment of psoriasis, anti-TNF may paradoxically trigger a psoriasiform condition. We present a case of a female patient who, during the use of infliximab for rheumatoid arthritis, developed psoriasis. In an attempt to switch anti-TNF class, we observed a cumulative worsening of the lesions requiring suspension of the immunobiological agent and the introduction of other drugs for clinical control. The therapeutic challenge of this paradoxical form of psoriasis is the focus of our discussion. The use of another anti-TNF in these patients is a matter of debate among experts.
INTRODUCTION
Psoriasis is a chronic immune-mediated inflammatory skin disease with a genetic component and a wide range of clinical manifestations. It affects around 1%-2% of the world's population. 1 The use of biopharmaceuticals -especially tumor necrosis factor antagonists (anti-TNFs) -has become common practice in the treatment of various inflammatory diseases such as psoriasis. Side effects of this therapy include new forms or change in the pattern of the psoriasis lesions or even worsening of symptoms, in patients with or without prior psoriasis or psoriatic arthritis. This phenomenon is called paradoxical psoriasis. It occurs in approximately 5% of patients using anti-TNF drugs. Although the disorder affects both sexes, it has a slight predilection for women. [1] [2] [3] [4] The time between the introduction of the medication and the appearance of lesions can range from a few days to many months. The most commonly reported clinical forms are palmoplantar pustular psoriasis followed by plaque-type psoriasis and guttate psoriasis. 5 Nail and scalp involvement have also been described. Some patients may experience more than one type of lesion. The treatment of the paradoxical phenomenon of psoriasis is still a challenge because most patients need anti-TNF inhibitors to control the underlying disease. We report a patient using anti-TNF inhibitors who developed paradoxical deterioration after switching to another medication of the same class.
CASE REPORT:
We report a 43-year-old white female patient, married, born and raised in Rio de Janeiro, diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis Figure 6 ). 
DISCUSSION:
Paradoxical psoriasis occurs more frequently in patients who are using infliximab and suffer from rheumatoid arthritis.
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The etiology of this manifestation is not well-defined, but seems to be related to the balance between the levels of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-alpha) and interferon (IFN), with increased levels of the latter cytokine. 5, 6 Gannes et al. suggested that inhibition of TNF-alpha may stimulate uncontrolled production of interferonalpha (IFN-alpha), which in certain patients can induce the development of the disease. The authors also showed that the expression and activity of IFN-alpha were increased in patients who develop psoriasis during treatment with anti-TNF drugs compared to patients with previous psoriasis vulgaris. 7 The treatment of psoriasis induced by anti-TNF drugs depends on the severity of the clinical picture and still represents a therapeutic challenge. In milder cases, topical treatment and phototherapy can be prescribed in an attempt to control the skin condition em vigência do immunobiological agent, which is often the only effective drug for the treatment of the underlying disease. However, in most cases (about 75% of cases) a systemic treatment is required, with cyclosporine, acitretin, and methotrexate use reported. The suspension of the implicated biologic agent is associated with a higher resolution rate, but often the suspension alone is not enough. The suspension of the anti-TNF drug associated with the start of systemic medication for psoriasis resulted in higher cure rates: approximately 64% versus 44% when systemic medications started without suspension of the immunobiological agent. 5, 8, 9 Thus another type of anti-TNF agent can be used for the treatment of the underlying disease. One study showed an improvement of the skin condition in 15% of cases when anti-TNF medications were switched. 5 However, paradoxical psoriasis may be persistent or even get worse, as occurred with our patient. In most cases, no improvement in skin condition is reported, suggesting a class effect, and not the effects of a specific medication.
In this context, treatment of the underlying disease becomes a challenge, since the anti-TNF drug is often the only effective treatment for the underlying disease. In the present case report, the presence of eosinophils in histopathology suggested medication as a trigger, which explains our option to switch anti-TNF agents. 10 Our patient, however, showed worsening of the lesions, suggesting a class effect and the need for an immunobiological agent class switching. Ustekinumab, anti-IL-12 antibody, and anti-IL-23, have played a prominent role in psoriasis treatment by blocking an important path in the pathogenesis of the disease: the production of Th1 and Th17 CD4 cells. Its use in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis is still off-label, but it is an alternative to the control of the disease when other medications can not be used. 3 In the reported case, the patient was able to achieve adequate control of rheumatoid arthritis with non-immunobiological drugs, a fact that was decisive for the regression of the psoriatic lesions. q 
